Within the framework of symmetrical systems, an extension of CCS [6] , socalled PCCS, is described. PCCS equips CCS with the concept of pool of agents by means of the explicit structure of Pool expressions. The symmetries whithin a Pools of agents may then be used to simplify the validation process of concurrent systems. An equivalence relation, so-called Permutability, is formally introduced : two PCCS expressions are permutable iff they can be obtained from each other by a permutation of expressions within a pool. Permutability can be decided in a polynomial time w.r.t, the length of expressions. The Permutability notion allows the definition of symbolic Processes, which describe the system behaviour when inside a pool the agent identities are removed . A transitional semantics is defined and behavioral verifications may be conducted over symbolic Processes.
Introduction
In concurrent systems, a single behaviour may be shared by several processes, in other words, all this processes are instances of a same process class. Furthermore, this kind of systems often exhibits architectural symmetries, e.g. two processes of the same class may be substituted one for each other without modifying the system behavior.
In order to study these symmetrical systems, some procedures have ever been designed. Their main advantage lies in the simplification of the validation step by elimination of symmetrical cases in behavioral studies. This approach, initiated by [8] with HL-Trees, formally consists of three steps (cf. Figure 1 . group of symmetries defines the equivalence relation "is symmetrical to" among states. As a consequence, a quotient graph may be considered. This quotient graph may be directly built from the formal description, that is on line. Such a construction algorithm is easily derived from any standard enumeration algorithm, by replacing the syntactical equality among states by the relation "is symmetrical to". The symmetrical properties, i.e. which hold for all the symmetrical states in a class, may be verified over the quotient graph. Study of structural properties (deadlocks, connectivity,....) [3, 5, 9] , and temporal logic model checking [2, 1] have been adapted to these quotient graphs.
] l~xtraetion FIGURE 1. The symmetrical approach
The symmetry approach faces two difficulties : the symmetry derivation from the formal description, on one hand, and the computation efficiency for deciding whether two states are symmetrical, on the other hand.
A main contribution of this paper is to propose an efficient application of symmetries to Process Algebras for each step of the former symmetry approach. The motivation is twofold. On one hand, the validation of symmetrical systems described by process algebras will be conducted over reduced graph modulo system symmetries. Consequently, when the reduced graph derivation cost is low, space saving and time speed-up are expected. From a design point of view, on the other hand, the process composition is performed by means of algebraic operators, these operators have to preserve the symmetries of each components. This is the reason why Pool expressions will be introduced.
The purpose is not to promote a new Process Algebra but to present the ingredients which may be added to a Process Algebra, here CCSi in order to use symmetries. These ingredients concern the description formalism and specific types of symmetry :
Description Formalism : The detection of symmetries in the case of usual formalisms is a complex problem, e.g. Symmetries of Petri Nets [9] .
Specific formalisms have been designed in order to explicitly state symmetries rather than to detect them : the Well-Formed Nets [3, 5] , the language Mur~ extended by scalarsets [4] . Like in Mur~o, an already existing formalism, CCS, will be extended by symmetrical structures, Pools of concurrent agents, resulting in PCCS.
The second section briefly introduces the syntax, semantics and behav-ioral equivalence in CCS, the third section extends these three issues to PCCS. Symmetries : [2] has shown that, in the general case, to determine whether two states are symmetrical is as hard as the graph isomorphism problem for which no polynomial solution is known. For this reason, PCCS only implements a particular kind of symmetries : all agents in a pool are pairwise permutable. In this context, the relation "is symmetrical to" is called Permutability. Permutability is defined syntactically : two PCCS expressions are permutable iff they can be obtained from each other by an agent permutation within the Pool expressions. The behavioural interpretation of Permutability is made precise by means of the P-Equivalence, which is a specific strong equivalence.
The Permutability definition, its interpretation and its computation, polynomial w.r.t, length of terms, are presented in forth section.
Quotient Graphs : Permutability allows symbolic Processes to be defined as an equivalence class. From each symbolic Process, a symbolic L.T.S. (the quotient graph in the symmetry approach) can be derived by a transitional semantics. An efficient construction algorithm manages to built the symbolic L.T.S. for any PCCS expression.
Symmetrical Properties : The behavior verification is conducted on the symbolic L.T.S.. That is, properties of states, which are symbolic Processes, are derived from the Permutability interpretation by means of the P-Equivalence.
The symbolic Processes and their properties are developed in the fifth section.
PCCS seems to offer a good balance between a low (polynomial) computation cost and a high reduction rate. This question is discussed in a deeper way in the sixth section.
CCS Algebra
CCS is a Process Algebra whose basic elements are a set of names .4 , the associated co-names ,4 and a set ]C of agent constants. s = ,4 U r denotes the set of labels and Act = • U {r} denotes the set of actions. Its syntax is described in the first part, its transitional semantics in second part. In the third part, three notions of equivalence among processes are given: strong equivalence, observation equivalence and observation congruence.
Syntax of CCS
The agent expressions are : 0
where E, F are agent expressions, a E Z:, L C s and f is a relabeling function, that is a function from/2 to Z: such that f(l i = f(1); f is extended
to Act by f(r) = r.
Every constant A in tg is assumed to have a definition :
A d~__/E where E is an agent expression. Remark: the operator Eicx El, where I is any set of indexes, is not included in our version of CCS. Indeed, it will be assumed in the sequel of the article, that the length of expressions is finite and so is the set of constant names.
Transitional semantics of CCS
The semantics of CCS is defined in terms of labelled transition systems (L.T.S.). Their states are agent expressions, and transition labelled by actions are ruled by :
Consequently, with each agent expression E, a L.T.S. can be associated.
Behavioral Equivalence of processes
In [7] , three kind of equivalences are introduced; from the strongest to the weakest: strong equivalence, observation congruence, and observation equivalence. The first two relations are also congruence for the operators of CCS. They are all defined according to the same idea : If two processes are equivalent then they can perform the same action and then become equivalent processes. Only the semantics of "perform an action" changes.
Strong equivalence is defined as the union of all strong bisimulation : In the sequel, the symbol -~ denotes ,-% ~ or = in properties verified by three equivalences.
PCCS presentation
In order to explicitly declare symmetries, new concepts are introduced into CCS, resulting in an extended CCS, so-called Pool CCS (PCCS). PCCS describes in a simple way pools of concurrent processes sharing a class of possible behaviours. For each pool of agents, an unique name Pool_id is introduced. I Pool_id I is the number of agents in Pool_id. I Pool_id I. I Pool_id I is an integer constant, that is, the number of agents for a given pool is constant, agents in the pool are assumed to be numbered from 1 to
I Pool_id I.
Moreover, the set of labels is partitioned into : Example : The Jobshop example described in [7] is extended. Let us consider that n jobbers share p hammers and q mallets to manufacture objects brought by a different conveyer belt for each jobbers. The whole system, depicted in Figure 2 , may be represented by 3 pools JOBBERS, HAMMERS and MALLETS such that I JOBBERS I= n, [ HAMMERS l= p and I MALLETS l= q. As each jobber is working on his own conveyer belt, entering and leaving of objects is expressed by symbolic labels in, out in JOBBERS. The other labels geth, puth, get-,, putm are common labels. In Figure 2 , agents Ji, the i th jobbers, Hk, the k th hammers, and M,, the l th mallets are represented.
The communications between distinct pools are restricted to labels of l:com in order to not break the pool agent symmetry by composition. For instance, suppose that pool 0ne_0bject is inserted in the Jobshop system, its symbolic labels are {in} (cf. The syntax and the transitional semantics are detailed in the next two parts. The relations between PCCS and behavioral equivalences are explained in the third part. The last part compares the expressive power of CCS and PCCS.
Syntax of PCCS
The new syntactical elements are : 9 pool declaration, to define new pools, 9 Pool expression, to define a pool behaviour,
The Pool expression addition to standard CCS expressions results in PCCS expressions.
Declaration of Pools
A pool is declared by : POOL Pool_id n { symbolic_.labels } POOL is a key word introducing the declaration. Pool_id is the identifier of the declared pool, n is an integer constant defining the number of agents in the pool, I Pool_id I. symbolic_labels is a sequence of distinct identifiers defining symbolic labels of Pool_id, s
Pool expressions
There are three imbricated syntactical levels in PCCS :
Symbolic agent expression describes the behaviour of agents within a
Pool. For a given pool, Pool.id, it consists of : 9 a CCS expression using fcom 0 s as labels, 9 a constant A such that A ae_j E and E is a symbolic agent expression of Pool, PoolAd.
The set of symbolic agent expressions attached to a pool, Pool_id, defines the class of possible behaviours of agents within Pool_id.
Pool expression describes the behaviour of the whole pool. Syntactically, it consists of the name of the pool, Pool_id, following by an ordered list of n symbolic agent expressions delimited by parenthesis : Pool_id(E1, E2,..., Ei,..., En-1, En) n must be equal to I Pool_id I, and the i th expression in the list, Ei, specifies behaviour of agent i.
PCCS expression describes a system where several agent pools are working and consists of usual CCS operators and Pool expressions.
In the sequel, Ei, Fi .... wilt range over the symbolic agent expressions, P, Q,... will range over PCCS expressions, and PoolAd is a pool of n agents. Remark 9 as symbolic agent expressions are usual CCS terms, the imbrication of pools is forbidden in PCCS (this choice is explained in part 6).
Example : In the Jobshop system, the three pools are declared by : 
Transitional semantics of PCCS
The PCCS semantics is defined in terms of labelled transition systems like in CCS. The specification rules of the behaviour of Pool expressions are defined in the first part. The PCCS rules are the standard CCS rules plus specific rules for Pool expressions. Some minor modifications are introduced for restriction and relabeling in the case of symbolic labels.
Transitional semantics of Pool expressions
The transitional semantics of a symbolic agent expression is given by the usual CCS rules. The following extra rules define the semantics of Pool expressions :
Corn is the production of common action a by agent i. Symb shows how a symbolic label catches the identity of the issuing agent, i.e. the symbolic agent expression is instantiated.
Intra-pool Communications obey to (sync is a distinguished action in s :
( )
Ei Rdvan is a natural rule of atomic multicast within a pool. This kind of multi-synchronization is not in the spirit of CCS but it is very convenient to build high-level specifications; furthermore, it is restricted within a pool. Nevertheless, this rule is not essential and can be deleted from PCCS without altering the results of the next sections. 
PCCS behavioral equivalences
The former three equivalence definitions are still valid in the case of PCCS. Moreover, they are congruences for operator Pool_id : 
PCCS power of expression
As any CCS expression is a PCCS expression, PCCS expressive power is greater than CCS. Conversely : Finally, verify that the obtained CCS expression share the same derived L.T.S. than P. [] From this property, one could claim that the concept of pool is useless since it can be replaced by usual CCS expressions. But, in this case, the compositional issue of PCCS is lost : nothing ensure that symmetries in CCS expressions will be preserved by composition (see for instance, the example of 0ne_0bject in the jobshop). Hence, symmetries should be recomputed for each CCS expression.
PCCS Symmetries
PCCS symmetries are defined for Pool expressions of the same pool. They involve the notion of Permutability. Two expressions are permutable iff it exists an agent permutation within the pool which make them equal. A deductive system, introduced in the next part, makes this definition precise. The behaviour interpretation of permutability is explained in part two. An efficient permutability computation is presented in part three.
Permutable expressions
Permutability is defined as the union of ~-equalities. Two expressions are related by a C-equality iff they are equal up to permutation r of symbolic agents in pool expressions. ~-equality and Permutability of pool expressions are first defined. The extension to any PCCS expression is then carried out by means of a deductive system. The recursion problem needs a particular treatment. ~-equality is decidable over PCCS and so is Permutability. Permutability is finally defined, as an equivalence relation.
Permutable Pool expressions
Symmetries are derived from agent permutations : Remark -" a more simple definition of permutable pool expression can be : two pool expressions are permutable iff they are syntactically equal up to associativity and commutativity among processes within a pool. However, the extension of permutability to any PCCS expressions requires to identify the permutation which makes two Pool expressions equal. This is the reason why p-equality is introduced.
PCCS ~-equality
The extension to any PCCS expression is performed by first, defining a mapping C over Pool identifiers such that :
VPool_2d, C(Pool_id) is a permutation over {1,..., [ Pool_id I}.
Equality up to C, or C-equality, denoted -r is then defined by a deductive system. Obviously, the notion of @equality over Pool expressions remains the same that in 4.1 : As our motivation is to preserve symmetries by composition, C-equality is naturally extended as a congruence :
P1 a= QI and P2 ~ Q2 P1 ~ Q1 and P2 r Q2 (R4) (n~) (t'1 + P:) ~ (Q~ + Q2) (['1 I t:'2) ~ (Q, [ Q2)
In rules R4, R5 commutativity of "+" and '1" are not used. Indeed, commutativity would render the computation very complex. For instance, the comparison of A1 + .-. + A,~ and B1 + ..-+ B~, would require the examination of all the possible orderings of A1,. 9 Am and B1, 9 9 Bn. n! operations are to be performed, and the computation is no more polynomial with the length of the expressions.
Recursion
Recursion requires a specific treatment. A naive idea would be to write the rule :
E -r Q (A ~or= E) A*=Q
But, the query, ~-A ---0 0 + A where A aj 0 + A, will lead to infinite computation.
So, a new construction, which preserves during the computation the substitution induced by aj is defined : A -,-* P --r Q where A is a set of terms Pi r Qi 9 It means that P -r Q under the assumption that for all i, P~ =o Q~.
The following axiom is then a direct consequence :
(A3)
Ao{p C---Q}~.+ p ~=Q
This construction is related to the former ones by the relation : 
Interpretation of Permutability

Interpretation of @equality
The interpretation of (I)-equality is similar to the other behavioral equivalences : two processes are equal up to 9 iff if they can perform the same action up to 9 (Pool_id(E1,..., E,) ) is the set {(Pk, Ek)/1 < k < rn} such that Pk C {1, ..., n}, is the set of agents which share the same symbolic expression E k. The extension of P-state to PCCS is similar to the extension of C-equality. The whole process is rather technical. Therefore, it is detailed in appendix 1. Basically, it uses the fact that C-equality is defined as a congruence and P-state is computed by intersection of partitions.
Validation in PCCS
PCCS symmetries may be applied for an efficient reduction of the state space. This reduction is performed by associating symbolic process P with each PCCS process P, as defined in the next section. The transitional semantics of symbolic Processes, derived from the PCCS transitional semantics, is then used to build a L.T.S.. The algorithm, described in section 2, takes, as input, a PCCS expression P and constructs the L.T.S. derived from the symbolic Process P. The symbolic Process properties are presented in section 3.
Symbolic Processes
A symbolic Process is an equivalence class of PCCS processes with respect p to the equivalence relation --. The equivalence class of process P is denoted P. It represents a process up to a permutation among agents inPools. This abstraction can be extended to actions by the mapping abst:
if a e s then abst(a) = a if a = b~ with b E s then abst(a) = b for all co-action ~, abst(-5) = abst(a)
The transitional semantics of symbolic Processes is defined by the rule:
P =~Q
That is, the identity of agents is abstracted. This rule is not ambiguous since two processes, attached to the same symbolic Process gives the same symbolic transitions by the previous rule. In other words : 
The symbolic L. T.S.
The algorithm, depicted in Table . 1, build the symbolic L.T.S. of P. The algorithm consists of a partial exploration of the L.T.S. which can be derived from P. An equivalence class of processes is represented by a class member, the first reached one (line (*) in the algorithm).
In the algorithm, --~ denotes the set of the symbolic L.T.S. transition relation, the reached states are putted in set Reached, the states whose transitions are to be fired are stored in stack To_~xplore. 
Properties of symbolic Processes
The property of symbolic Processes can be deduced from the interpretation of Permutability in terms of P-Equivalence.
The O-equivalence notion is similar to the usual behavioral equivalences :
Q ~ P and Q ~-R and R r T ~ P ~-T
The following property may then be deduced :
Property 5,4 P -~ Q =~ P =' Q This property is interesting in its negative form : P ~ Q ~ P ~ Q That is it can be deduced over symbolic processes that two PCCS expressions are not linked by a behavioral equivalence.
Unfortunately, the converse property is false as shown by Figure 4 . Example : in the Jobshop system, the symbolic L.T.S. of pool expression HAMMERS(H, ..., H) is described in Figure 5 . In CCS, it can be expressed by the agent hamp such that : The same process can be applied to pool MALLETS. And the system described by :
(JOBBERS(J,..., J ) l hamp I malleta) \ {geth, puth, getm, putm } is strongly equivalent to the initial description of section 3 by Property (1). Hence, a conceptually simple expression can be automatically replaced by an expression easier to analyze.
PCCS enhancement
Two criteria are essential for a symmetrical formalism : 9 the number of states of the quotient graph with respect to the initial graph. The reduction rate must be as high as possible. 9 the quotient graph construction complexity must be low in order to preserve in time the save in space.
To formalize the reduction rate, let us consider a set of n agents (parameter n represents the complexity of the system). Each agent behaviour has m states. The agent composition is assumed to not restrict their reachable states, that is, the number of states of the whole systems is ran: the number of state grows exponentially with the complexity.
The quotient graph state number of this system is now computed for several groups of agent permutations. This defines the theoretical reduction power of each permutation group.
The procedure complexity for determining whether two states are symmetrical is directly related to the computation complexity. 2D-PCCS could be a good candidate but the complexity of computation constitutes a handicap. Finally, PCCS seems to be a good trade-off. Besides, the list is not exhaustive, and other kind of symmetries may combine good figures.
Conclusion
PCCS supplies a suitable formalism for Pools of agents and their symmetries. The agent Pools are described by a new structure: Pool expressions. The symmetries are expressed by means of Permutability concept. As Permutability is an equivalence relation, symbolic Processes can be defined as an equivalence class. A symbolic transitional semantics is brought to symbolic processes. Furthermore, an algorithm is available for computing the symbolic L.T.S. of a PCCS expression. Permutability can be decided in polynomial time, consequently the computation cost of the symbolic L.T.S. is low. The Permutability interpretation in terms of P-Equivalence, makes possible verifications over symbolic L.T.S. : divergence, showing that two processes are not related by behaviour equivalences ... Now, we are working on solutions to verify behavioral equivalence on symbolic processes. We think that it can be performed by introducing new synchronization operators II such that behavioral equivalence between P and Q can be verified upon the symbolic process P [[ Q. 
PnQ={PnQ/ PEP, QGQ, PnQ#O}D
Moreover, the indetermined P-state denoted w is introduced. It is the P-state associated to an empty set of Pool expressions. It is assumed that: w n s = s [qw = s and Iw I=O. 
Extension to PCCS expressions
